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Even if he stands in front of you and asks you to check, you will not find any flaws!

Therefore, in Levi Garrison’s opinion, the query direction should be the most perfect one!

No matter how you check it, you can’t find something wrong!

On the contrary, this kind of approach is more likely to be closer to the Dark Doctor!
“Patter!”

Levi Garrison threw away all these seventy or eighty thousand pieces of information.

It’s useless at all!

Levi Garrison will follow this direction next.

It is necessary to filter out those that are not problematic at all!
Then choose from these most perfect ones.

So repeatedly.

In the end, Doctor Dark will surely be found!

Of course, Levi Garrison did not tell Agent Black Hawk about this direction.

After all, he had to step out of the Sky Shield anyway before he could take Doctor Dark away one step in
advance.
And he also knew that, despite the difficulty and the amount of work, Tianshield was not a vegetarian.

Will catch up with his progress soon.

Next.

Based on the information, Levi Garrison began to search for those who were perfect enough to have no
problems.

The amount of this project is also super large.

It is bigger than the current analysis of the Sky Shield, and he can only use Maya Industry and the Bible
Organization to help.

And here is the war eagle country.

The data is not a problem, but it can be specific to a certain hospital in a certain city.

You have to visit on the spot.

This is not difficult for the Sky Shield, but it is difficult for them.

After all, this is on someone else’s turf.

Therefore, it takes several days of progress!

…

Next, the major forces that were blindly looking for at the beginning also quickly locked their
approximate positions-the War Eagle Nation and its surroundings.

They also finally kept up with the speed of the Sky Shield Bureau and Levi Garrison.

from now on.

All parties are competing!

The time to find the Dark Doctor is getting closer.

The Dark Doctor himself understands this.

The brains of God are crazy building what they need.

“They are coming menacingly, faster than I thought!”

Doctor Dark sighed.

“It seems that I need to use a few doubles to disturb their sight and extend the time!”

A harsh look flashed in Doctor Dark’s eyes.

“The location of the spirit vein has been determined! This spirit vein is really terrifying, it seems that
only the main priest has been there! But they can’t use their terrible power! Otherwise, the war eagle
country is not an opponent!”

Said Doctor Dark.

This spiritual vein was actually discovered by the Gods Lab very early.

But for them this is catastrophic.

Can’t use it!

More uncontrollable!

And the location is extremely dangerous, if there is no specific machine, it is impossible to reach.

Now what God’s brain makes is the means of transportation that can reach this place.

crazy!

Now the Dark Doctor can’t wait.Know that more and more people are approaching themselves.

The Dark Doctor immediately released several substitutes.

Temporarily can play a confusing effect.

Five days passed in a blink of an eye.

The Tianshield Bureau had abandoned the previous seventy or eighty thousand people with problems,
and then followed Levi Garrison’s path to analyze and probe those perfect ones.

After all, Agent Black Hawk was also a particularly smart person, as Levi Garrison could think of.

He can certainly think of it.

It’s just a matter of time.

They are fast, basically not much different from Levi Garrison.

Regardless of Levi Garrison and the Sky Shield Bureau possessing everything that is professional, the
ancient powers also have their own abilities to master the sky, and they are also further finding the Dark
Doctor.

The distance to find the Dark Doctor is getting closer.

Levi Garrison is the fastest here, and it is expected that he will definitely be able to find it in four or five
days.

Two days later.

Messages from Maya Industry and the Bible Organization at the same time, each found two people who
were likely to be targets.

All aspects of the information are consistent.

